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We have performed inelastic neutron scattering (INS) experiments to investigate the magnetic excitations in
the weakly distorted face-centered-cubic (fcc) iridate double perovskites La2ZnIrO6 and La2MgIrO6, which are
characterized by A-type antiferromagnetic ground states. The powder inelastic neutron scattering data on these
geometrically frustrated jeff = 1/2 Mott insulators provide clear evidence for gapped spin wave excitations
with very weak dispersion. The INS results and thermodynamic data on these materials can be reproduced by
conventional Heisenberg-Ising models with significant uniaxial Ising anisotropy and sizeable second-neighbor
ferromagnetic interactions. Such a uniaxial Ising exchange interaction is symmetry-forbidden on the ideal fcc
lattice, so that it can only arise from the weak crystal distortions away from the ideal fcc limit. This may
suggest that even weak distortions in jeff = 1/2 Mott insulators might lead to strong exchange anisotropies.
More tantalizingly, however, we find an alternative viable explanation of the INS results in terms of spin models
with a dominant Kitaev interaction. In contrast to the uniaxial Ising exchange, the highly-directional Kitaev
interaction is a type of exchange anisotropy which is symmetry-allowed even on the ideal fcc lattice. The
Kitaev model has a magnon gap induced by quantum order-by-disorder, while weak anisotropies of the Kitaev
couplings generated by the symmetry-lowering due to lattice distortions can pin the order and enhance the
magnon gap. Our findings highlight how even conventional magnetic orders in heavy transition metal oxides
may be driven by highly-directional exchange interactions rooted in strong spin-orbit coupling.

PACS numbers: 75.30.Ds, 75.30.Et, 75.47.Lx

I. I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetic materials with strongly-anisotropic exchange in-
teractions often display exotic magnetic properties and allow
fundamental theories of quantum magnetism to be tested in
the laboratory1–3. Many interesting studies on these topics
have concentrated on systems based on rare earths or 3d tran-
sition metals with unquenched orbital angular momentum.
For example, the classical spin ice pyrochlores Dy2Ti2O7

and Ho2Ti2O7 with net ferromagnetic nearest neighbor ex-
change and dipole interactions are well-described by an Ising
Hamiltonian with the moments constrained to lie along the lo-
cal 〈111〉 directions4. Recent studies have shown that such
classical spin-ice materials, with ‘two-in, two-out’ magnetic
ground states, support emergent monopole excitations5, and
there is ongoing work aimed at understanding ’quantum spin-
ice’ physics in materials such as Yb2Ti2O7

6.
Recently, a novel family of magnetic materials based on

strong spin-orbit coupling (SOC) and the d5 electron configu-
ration, so-called jeff =1/2 Mott insulators, have been attract-
ing great interest7, as the relativistic entanglement of the or-
bital and spin degrees of freedom leads to unusual single ion
wavefunctions8. Two different types of interactions for these
wavefunctions have been considered in the ideal limit of a lo-
cal cubic environment: superexchange mediated by a single
anion via (a) a 90◦ bond (e.g. edge-sharing octahedra) and (b)
a 180◦ bond (e.g. corner-sharing octahedra).

Superexchange through a 180◦ bond leads to a Hamiltonian
with Heisenberg and anisotropic pseudodipolar terms8. Res-

onant inelastic x-ray scattering (RIXS), performed to probe
magnons in the single layer iridate Sr2IrO4, shows that its
magnetic excitations are consistent with a dominant Heisen-
berg interaction9, with a small gap arising from spin-orbit-
induced anisotropic couplings. However, RIXS on the bi-
layer iridate Sr3Ir2O7 provides evidence for a large spin gap
ascribed to a significant interplane pseudodipolar term for
spins within the bilayer, leading to the spin gap and band-
width of the magnons having comparable values of 92 and
70 meV respectively10. Such a pseudodipolar (Ising-like)
term is symmetry-allowed in a tetragonal crystal. Its mag-
nitude is thought to be large in Sr3Ir2O7 due to the proximity
to a metal-insulator transition and a sizable tetragonal distor-
tion of the IrO6 octahedra, which increase the impact of the
Hund’s coupling in the superexchange process as well as pro-
mote greater mixing of jeff =1/2 and jeff =3/2 states10.

Superexchange through a 90◦ bond is even more intrigu-
ing. In this geometry, there are two different exchange paths
connecting magnetic ions. Projecting the t2g hopping onto the
jeff = 1/2 states leads to destructive interference of the hop-
ping amplitudes, suppressing the usual superexchange. In-
corporating Hund’s coupling can then lead to a Hamiltonian
where anisotropic exchange terms dominate8. For the special
case of the two-dimensional (2D) honeycomb lattice, the re-
sulting Hamiltonian is called the ‘Kitaev model’11 and it is
exactly solvable, with a quantum spin liquid ground state and
emergent Majorana fermion excitations.

A true example of a Kitaev spin liquid has, however, re-
mained elusive, as experimental realizations of the 2D honey-
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comb lattice such as α-Li2IrO3
12 Na2IrO3

13, and α-RuCl314

are characterized by magnetically ordered ground states15,16

due to non-negligible Heisenberg, off-diagonal, or further
neighbor exchange couplings17–20. On the other hand, re-
cent Raman scattering21,22 and inelastic neutron scattering
(INS)23,24 measurements have found evidence for strong Ki-
taev interactions in α-RuCl3, suggesting the ordered ground
state may be proximate to a quantum phase transition into the
Kitaev spin liquid ground state. Finally, recent experiments
on the 3D honeycomb polymorphs β/γ-Li2IrO3

25,26 have un-
covered complex spiral orders27,28, also ascribed to significant
Kitaev exchange29,30.

While the quest to find an experimental example of a Kitaev
spin liquid continues, a parallel effort is underway to charac-
terize the magnetic properties of other jeff=1/2 Mott insula-
tors. Systems of particular interest have superexchange me-
diated by anions through 90◦ bonds, as they are prime candi-
dates to host Kitaev-type exchange interactions31. Exploring
cases in which the magnetic ion coordination number is differ-
ent from the three-fold coordination of the honeycomb motif
in previously studied materials should yield further insights
into the role of Kitaev interactions in quantum magnetism on
other lattices.

Motivated by this background, we study jeff = 1/2 Mott
insulating double perovskites (DPs) La2BIrO6 (B =Mg,
Zn)32–34, with Ir4+ ions on the quasi-face-centered cubic
(quasi-fcc) lattice. In these materials, the local octahedral en-
vironment of the Ir4+ ions is very close to the cubic limit,
and the larger Ir-Ir distance compared withABO3 perovskites
leads to a Mott insulator, thus suggesting that the jeff = 1/2
description is appropriate. Although the DP structure does not
feature direct edge-sharing IrO6 octahedra, it has multiple in-
terfering Ir-O-O-Ir paths. As discussed in detail in the context
of the triangular lattice iridate material Ba3IrTi2O9, this can
suppress oxygen-mediated hopping of the jeff = 1/2 states
and lead to significant Kitaev interactions35–37. Since we can
simply view the fcc crystal of Ir4+ ions as a stacking of such
triangular lattices along the {111} direction, the analysis in
these works also applies to La2BIrO6. Indeed, the fcc lattice
has been theoretically proposed as a potential venue for host-
ing Kitaev interactions31.

The DP fcc structure has new features beyond previous,
experimentally-studied, honeycomb-based materials: twelve-
fold coordinated Ir sites, strong geometric frustration, and a
larger Ir-Ir distance weakening direct Heisenberg exchange.
This motivates us to explore the nature of magnetism in these
materials in detail. The significance of the Kitaev interactions
in La2BIrO6 is not at all evident from the observed magnetic
ordering. Indeed, as explained in detail below, both materials
exhibit A-type (Type-I) antiferromagnetic (AFM) ordering,
with transition temperatures TN = 12 K for La2MgIrO6 and
7.5 K for La2ZnIrO6

33,34,38. Such commonly observed mag-
netic order on the fcc lattice can arise purely from a nearest-
neighbor Heisenberg AFM exchange interaction. However,
we note that in this case the corresponding frustration pa-
rameter f , defined as ΘCW /TN , the ratio of the Curie-Weiss
temperature to the AFM ordering temperature, is expected to
be large, with f ≈ 9 for spin-1/2 magnets, whereas the ex-

perimentally determined Curie-Weiss temperatures ΘCW ≈
−24K for La2MgIrO6 and ΘCW ≈ −3K for La2ZnIrO6 yield
small frustration values, f ≈ 2 and 0.4 respectively33. One
possible way to strongly suppress frustration is to have large
ferromagnetic second neighbor coupling39,40. However, as
shown in recent theoretical work, even the symmetry-allowed
nearest neighbor AFM Kitaev coupling on the fcc lattice co-
operates with the nearest neighbor AFM Heisenberg exchange
to greatly stabilize A-type AFM. Interestingly, in the regime
where this Kitaev interaction dominates, it leads to low f
values41. Given the strong SOC in these materials, this war-
rants a further exploration of the possible role played by such
spin-orbit-induced directional exchange interactions on quan-
tum magnetism in DPs.

The smoking gun signature of any strong anisotropic cou-
plings is most clearly encoded in the quantum spin fluctua-
tions, and it reveals itself in the magnon spectrum. In this
paper, we present results from an INS study of the magnetic
excitations in La2BIrO6. Typically, INS is the most powerful
technique to probe magnetic excitations in crystals. However,
INS generally has severe limitations in most iridates due to an
unfavorable magnetic form factor and the strong neutron ab-
sorption cross-section of the Ir nuclei, rendering RIXS as the
tool of choice to study magnons9,10,42. Remarkably, as shown
in Fig. 1, we find that La2BIrO6 exhibit a clearly observable
INS signal, revealing gapped, highly non-dispersive magnons.
It is likely that the non-dispersive nature of the magnons is
what leads to a higher intensity over a small energy window,
rendering them clearly visible in the INS measurements un-
like for most other iridates. Our INS work is important since
RIXS does not yet possess the meV resolution to study low
energy magnons in a strong Mott insulator.

A comparison of our INS results with theoretical calcu-
lations shows that we can describe the data using conven-
tional Heisenberg-Ising models with a uniaxial Ising exchange
anisotropy. However, the uniaxial Ising exchange interaction
is symmetry-forbidden on the ideal fcc lattice. This suggests
that for such a Heisenberg-Ising model to provide a viable
explanation of the data, even weak monoclinic distortions in
these jeff = 1/2 Mott insulators must, remarkably, be capa-
ble of inducing strong exchange anisotropies. We also dis-
cuss alternative spin models with dominant Kitaev interac-
tions which are shown to capture the dynamical spin corre-
lations in these materials. In contrast to the uniaxial Ising
term, the Kitaev interaction is symmetry-allowed even on the
ideal fcc lattice, and weak lattice distortions may induce small
anisotropies of the Kitaev coupling. We thus propose that
the Kitaev exchange might provide a more natural explana-
tion for the combined INS and thermodynamic observations in
these materials. Our study suggests that even the conventional
A-type AFM order in these geometrically-frustrated magnets
may ultimately be selected by highly-anisotropic exchange
interactions resulting from the strong spin-orbit coupling of
heavy transition metal ions.

This paper is organized as follows: We begin with a discus-
sion of the crystal structure and magnetic ordering patterns
for La2BIrO6 in Sections II and III. We then present the INS
data on these materials in Section IV which show evidence for
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gapped spin waves. In Section V, we discuss the most likely
phenomenological spin wave models needed to describe these
results. Section VI discusses the relationship of these mod-
els to the experimental data, providing estimates of exchange
couplings which can semi-quantitatively reproduce the INS
results. Section VII discusses experimental estimates ofB/B′

site-mixing disorder and its possible qualitative impact on the
modelling. Finally, Section VIII concludes with a summary
of our work and implications for other materials.

II. II. CRYSTAL STRUCTURE

Ordered double perovskites with the general formula
A2BB

′O6 ideally crystallize in a cubic structure, with the B
and B′ ions occupying two interpenetrating fcc sublattices.
La2MgIrO6 and La2ZnIrO6 crystallize in the lower symmetry,
monoclinic space group P21/n, arising from small structural
distortions to the cubic structure. The unit cell associated with
the P21/n space group is a superstructure of the primitive cu-
bic unit cell, which can be approximately indexed in tetrago-
nal notation due to the extremely weak monoclinic distortions.
Assuming that x̂, ŷ, and ẑ are aligned with the three fcc crys-
tallographic directions, the relationships between the tetrago-
nal and fcc lattice constants are as follows: ~at = afcc(x̂± ŷ)/2
and ~ct = afccẑ. For La2BIrO6, previous x-ray diffraction
studies33 have shown that afcc ≈ 7.9 Å.

We now make an effort here to quantify the magnitudes of
the monoclinic structural distortions for the IrO6 octahedra of
La2BIrO6. The distortions have two main effects: the rota-
tion of the octahedra about both the cubic [110] and c-axes,
and the deformation of the Ir4+ local environment away from
ideal cubic. The rotation angles of the IrO6 octahedra can be
determined according to Ref.43 by using the refined atomic
fractional coordinates and the Glazer notation discussed in
Refs.44,45. We find that the IrO6 octahedra have global ro-
tations of 13◦ and 14◦ for the Mg and Zn systems respectively
about the cubic [110] axis, and rotations of 9◦ and 11◦ re-
spectively about the c-axis that are staggered between adja-
cent ab-layers. The deformation of the IrO6 octahedra can be
quantified by considering the different Ir-O bond lengths and
O-Ir-O bond angles. From the structural refinements reported
in Ref.33, we find that the six Ir-O bond lengths are within
1% of each other for both materials, and all O-Ir-O bond an-
gles are within 3.5◦ (1.5◦) of 90◦ and 180◦ for the Mg (Zn)
system. This implies a nearly-ideal local cubic environment
for the Ir4+ ions, which is consistent with jeff=1/2 single ion
ground states for La2BIrO6.

III. III. MAGNETIC ORDERING

For La2MgIrO6, magnetization measurements show no ev-
idence for a net ferromagnetic (FM) moment, while neutron
powder diffraction work33 finds a magnetic Bragg peak at
Q = 0.79 Å−1 corresponding to A-type AFM order. These
combined results are consistent with a magnetic propagation
vector of ~k = (0.5 0.5 0)t, indicative of FM planes stacked

along the [110]t direction. Although the data do not deter-
mine the moment direction unambiguously, electronic struc-
ture calculations33 predict that the moments lie predominantly
in the FM planes (A-II type AFM in the notation of Ref.41).

For La2ZnIrO6, magnetization measurements find evi-
dence for a net FM moment, while neutron diffraction again
detects33 a magnetic Bragg peak at Q = 0.79 Å−1. These
findings are consistent with a canted A-type AFM character-
ized by a ~k = 0 propagation vector, which defines the c-axis
as the FM plane stacking direction. The magnetic Bragg peak
is then uniquely indexed as (001)t. The observation of this
peak, combined with the absence of the (100)t and (010)t
peaks, strongly implies that the ordered moments lie predomi-
nantly in the FM planes. Thus, the A-type AFM in this system
also corresponds to A-II. The spin canting in La2ZnIrO6 arises
from the small, staggered IrO6 octahedral rotations (∼ 11◦).

IV. IV. INELASTIC NEUTRON SCATTERING RESULTS

We next present our new results on the magnetic excita-
tions associated with the ordered phases of these materials.
Inelastic neutron scattering data were collected on previously
synthesized33 powder samples of La2BIrO6 at the HYSPEC
spectrometer of the Spallation Neutron Source, Oak Ridge
National Lab (ORNL). The powder samples were loaded in
Al annular cans to minimize neutron absorption. All data
were collected using incident energies of Ei = 7.5 and 15
meV, with corresponding Fermi chopper frequencies of 240
and 300 Hz, resulting in instrumental energy resolutions of 0.3
and 0.7 meV (Gaussian full-width half-maximum [FWHM])
respectively at the elastic line. A He cryostat was used to
achieve a base temperature of 1.5 K. Empty Al annular can
measurements were subtracted from all the HYSPEC data pre-
sented in this work, so the Al scattering contribution to the
sample spectra would be minimized. INS data for these sys-
tems were also collected using a He cryostat on the thermal
triple axis spectrometer HB-3 at the High Flux Isotope Reac-
tor of ORNL. A collimation of 48’-60’-60’-120’ and a fixed
final energy ofEf = 14.7 meV were used to achieve an energy
resolution of 1.2 meV at the elastic line (Gaussian FWHM).

Fig. 1(a) and (b) depict color contour plots of the coarser
energy resolution Ei = 15 meV HYSPEC data at T = 1.5 K,
where a nearly-dispersionless excitation band is visible for
both materials. Note that the lowest-Q regions in these plots
show no intensity; this issue results from a background over-
subtraction of the direct beam, which is a consequence of
the strong neutron absorption of Ir in the samples. The ob-
served excitations are clearly magnetic in origin, as they de-
crease in intensity with increasing Q. They are also no longer
visible above TN , with only quasi-elastic scattering remain-
ing, as shown in panels (c) and (d). Color contour plots of
the finer energy resolution Ei = 7.5 meV HYSPEC data are
presented in Fig. 1(e) and (f). The same excitations are still
present in the data, which indicates that they are not spurious
in nature. Fig. 1(g) and (h) show constant-~ω cuts through the
fine-resolution data for the two materials, with an integration
range of [0.6, 1] meV. We find no evidence for enhanced in-
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FIG. 1: (Color online) Color contour plots of the coarse energy resolution HYSPEC data for (a) La2MgIrO6 and (b) La2ZnIrO6 with
Ei = 15 meV and T = 1.5 K. Inelastic modes with weak dispersion are clearly observed for both materials. The color contour plots with
Ei = 15 meV and T = 20 K shown in panels (c) and (d) indicate that these modes disappear above the respective TN ’s of 12 K and 7.5 K for
the Mg and Zn systems, which suggests that they have a magnetic origin. Panels (e) and (f) depict similar color contour plots for La2MgIrO6

and La2ZnIrO6 at T = 1.5 K, but with better energy resolution arising from the choice of Ei = 7.5 meV. The same excitations are visible
in these inelastic spectra. Note that the lowest-Q regions in the color contour plots show no intensity; this issue results from a background
oversubtraction of the direct beam, which is a consequence of the strong neutron absorption of Ir in the samples. Panels (g) and (h) show
constant-~ω cuts through the T = 1.5 K fine-resolution datasets with an integration range of [0.6, 1] meV. The lack of increased intensity near
the magnetic zone center Q = 0.79 Å−1 for each system indicates that the magnetic excitations are fully-gapped.
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FIG. 2: (Color online) (a), (b) Constant-Q cuts through the HYSPEC
data shown in Fig. 1(e) and (f), integrated over Q = [0.6, 1]Å−1.
These cuts clearly show that the inelastic modes are gapped in each
case. Gaussian fits are superimposed on the data, which were used
to determine the peak positions. For La2MgIrO6, the mode is cen-
tered at ~ω = 2.57(4) meV, and for La2ZnIrO6, it is centered at
2.09(3) meV. (c), (d) HB-3 constant-Q scans withQ= 0.79 Å−1 for
La2MgIrO6 and La2ZnIrO6 at selected temperatures. The spin gaps
close around TN for each compound, indicating that the modes have
a spin wave origin. Note that 1 mcu (monitor count unit) ≈ 10000
and 11000 monitor counts for the Mg and Zn data respectively.

tensity near the Q = 0.79 Å−1 magnetic Bragg peaks, which
suggests that these excitations are fully-gapped. Finally, as
shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b), a low-T constant-Q cut through

the fine-resolution data centered about the magnetic zone cen-
ter Q = 0.79 Å−1 reveals that the central position of the
mode is 2.57(4) meV for La2MgIrO6 and 2.09(3) meV for
La2ZnIrO6, with a FWHM in each case of ∼ 1 meV.

We have also carried out detailed temperature-dependent
measurements on the thermal triple axis spectrometer HB-3.
Fig. 2(c) and (d) present constant-Q scans at a magnetic zone
center (Q = 0.79 Å−1) for La2MgIrO6 and La2ZnIrO6 re-
spectively. The two panels provide strong evidence that the
spin gaps close around TN in each case, with spectral weight
shifting down to lower energies with increasing T . This ob-
served temperature-dependence of the modes indicates that
they likely correspond to spin waves. In fact, a crystal field
interpretation can be ruled out by considering the typical sin-
gle ion energy level scheme for jeff = 1/2 Mott insulators.
For this class of materials, the lowest-lying excited state to
the jeff = 3/2 band is separated from the jeff = 1/2 ground
state by 3λSO/2, where λSO is the spin-orbit coupling con-
stant. The typical energy scale for this crystal field excitation
is on the order of 100’s of meV due to large λSO24,46,47, which
is certainly incompatible with the energy scale of the mag-
netic modes observed here. With the magnetic excitations for
La2BIrO6 now unambiguously identified as spin waves, we
turn to a theoretical modeling of these results.

V. V. THEORY

The observed spin gap and weakly-dispersive spectra in the
INS measurements, with the gap being comparable to or even
larger than the magnon bandwidth, are suggestive of a nearly
Ising-like exchange. Below, we examine the possible origins
of this large exchange anisotropy in La2BIrO6.
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The strategy we follow to construct the spin model is very
similar to that for other perovskite iridates8: namely, we start
by assuming an ideal lattice (fcc), with no rotations or tilts
of the IrO6 octahedra, and consider all possible symmetry-
allowed exchange couplings. In this ideal fcc limit, the
uniaxial Ising exchange interaction, which is the simplest
anisotropic exchange interaction typically used to model such
gapped magnon spectra, is symmetry-forbidden. However,
even in this ideal limit, the highly-directional Kitaev interac-
tion and an off-diagonal symmetric exchange are allowed by
symmetry41.

Moving away from the ideal fcc limit, the weak monoclinic
distortions, arising from the rotations and tilts of the IrO6 oc-
tahedra, permit a large variety of new exchange terms just on
symmetry grounds. A set of such exchange couplings induced
by non-cubic distortions have been discussed in previous work
in the context of double perovskites48,49. However, given the
large number of new terms and the limited data, we choose to
focus on the simplest case of a tetragonal crystal distortion49

which allows for only a subset of all the terms; in particu-
lar, we focus on two new anisotropies which are symmetry-
allowed under such a distortion. First, the tetragonal distor-
tion allows for the Kitaev interaction to be different in one
crystal plane compared with the other two orthogonal planes.
Second, the tetragonal distortion picks a unique axis, thus now
permitting a uniaxial Ising interaction.

Below, we study the spin wave dispersion in such spin mod-
els and show that they can provide a reasonable description of
the INS data. For ease of presentation, we begin by first dis-
cussing the conventional and simpler Heisenberg-Ising mod-
els with uniaxial Ising exchange, which might apply to non-
ideal fcc lattices, followed by a study of the Kitaev-dominant
models which begin from the ideal fcc limit. We then argue
that the Kitaev-dominant models appear to provide a more
reasonable explanation of the combined INS data and previ-
ous measurements of ΘCW and TN .

A. A. Heisenberg-Ising models with uniaxial Ising exchange

Let us begin with the conventional and phenomenological
viewpoint that the spin gaps in many of these DPs simply arise
from uniaxial Ising interactions. We emphasize that such uni-
axial Ising couplings are symmetry-forbidden on the ideal fcc
lattice; however, they may be permitted in the presence of dis-
tortions away from the ideal fcc limit. Limiting ourselves
to short-range exchange, such a Heisenberg-Ising Hamilto-
nian, where different spin components interact with different
strengths, is given by

HHI =
∑
〈rr′〉

Jµ1S
µ
r S

µ
r′ +

∑
〈〈rr′〉〉

Jµ2S
µ
r S

µ
r′ (1)

where 〈.〉 and 〈〈.〉〉 refer to nearest and next-nearest neighbor
sites. We set Jy1,2 = Jz1,2 = J1,2 and Jx1,2 = (1+λ1,2)J1,2.
For J2 > 0, we select λ1 > 0 and λ2 < 0 which have been
shown50 to stabilize A-II type AFM when the anisotropy is
strong enough to overcome the AFM J2. For J2 < 0, we fix
λ1,2>0.

The powder-averaged dynamic structure factors S(Q,ω)
for these models are shown in Fig. 3 for various values of
J2/J1 and anisotropies λ1, λ2. It is clear from Fig. 3 that
S(Q,ω) exhibits a high intensity band of gapped dispersion-
less excitations which resembles the INS data, for either sign
of J2 and varying degrees of anisotropy. We also show the cor-
responding frustration parameters fH . We obtain them from
the powder averaged θCW = −J1(3 + λ1) − J2(3 + λ2)/2,
with TN determined from classical Monte Carlo simulations
rescaled by S(S+ 1) to account for quantum effects. We note
that for models with AFM J2 ≥ 0, the frustration parame-
ter fH is large even for significant anisotropy λ1,2 ∼ O(1),
approaching the experimentally relevant regime of small frus-
tration fH ∼ 2 only for extremely strong uniaxial anisotropy.
However, is it reasonable to assume such an extreme uniaxial
Ising anisotropy λ1,2 > O(1)?

To answer this question, we begin by noting that mod-
els with large uniaxial Ising exchange anisotropy adequately
describe qualitatively-similar INS spectra in certain 3d-
transition metal ion based magnets such as CsCoCl3 and
CsCoBr351,52. In these two Co2+ systems, the comparable
values for SOC (∼28 meV for CsCoCl353) and the non-cubic
crystal field distortion parameter δ in the single ion Hamilto-
nian lead to the large uniaxial Ising anisotropies (λ ≈ 7−851).
In La2BIrO6, a similarly large uniaxial Ising anisotropy with a
single ion origin should be accompanied by a complete break-
down of the jeff=1/2 description, with a significant modifica-
tion of the isotropic single ion ground state wavefunctions46.
However, this breakdown is unlikely, as the SOC scale is ex-
pected to be on the order of 100’s of meV and much larger
than δ. Indeed, the Ir4+ local octahedral environments in
La2BIrO6 are amongst the closest to ideal cubic of any jeff=
1/2 Mott insulating candidates46. Furthermore, recent RIXS
measurements have validated a jeff = 1/2 ground state for
Na2IrO3

47, which exhibits much larger IrO6 octahedral dis-
tortions.

Among other iridates, RIXS work on the stacked bilayer
material Sr3Ir2O7, has shown that the spin waves exhibit a
significant magnon gap10. This has been understood as a re-
sult of a significant uniaxial Ising exchange (λ∼ 1.4) between
spins on adjacent planes in the bilayer which is comparable to
the Heisenberg exchange. The large magnitude of this term
in Sr3Ir2O7 arises from the sizable tetragonal distortions of
the IrO6 octahedra, and the proximity to a metal-insulator
transition; this leads to increased mixing of jeff = 1/2 and
jeff = 3/2 states and a greater impact of Hund’s coupling on
intermediate states in the superexchange process9. Neither of
these effects, the strong tetragonal distortions or proximity to
a metal-insulator transition, are applicable for La2BIrO6 since
they are in the Mott insulating regime33 and have nearly cubic
IrO6 octahedra.

A more complete theory49,54 for the magnetic excitations
of La2BIrO6 must incorporate antisymmetric Dzyaloshinskii-
Moriya (DM) interactions arising from octahedral rotations.
However, previous work on Sr2IrO4 shows that the effect
of octahedral rotations in these jeff = 1/2 Mott insulators
may be largely accounted for by making local spin rotations
on the Heisenberg model8, so the Ir moments track the lo-
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Theoretical powder-averaged S(Q,ω) for the Heisenberg-Ising models around the A-II AFM ground state considered in
the text within linear spin-wave theory with nearest neighbor AFM Heisenberg J1 = 1, various second neighbor Heisenberg exchange J2, and
varying degrees of uniaxial anisotropies λ1,2 in the first and second neighbor exchanges. We set Jy

1,2 =J
z
1,2 =J1,2 and Jx

1,2 =(1+λ1,2)J1,2.
(a-d) Models with only first neighbor exchange, with J2 = 0. The corresponding frustration parameters fH are also shown, and range from
fH ≈ 9 for the isotropic case with λ1 = 0 to fH ≈ 2 for extreme anisotropy λ1 � 1. (e-h) Heisenberg-Ising models with AFM second
neighbor exchange, J2 > 0, and varying degrees of anisotropy. (i-l) Heisenberg-Ising models with FM second neighbor exchange, J2 < 0,
and varying degrees of anisotropy. We have incorporated a small energy broadening in all panels to account for the finite instrumental energy
resolution of HYSPEC.

cal octahedral rotations55. This ‘rotated’ Hamiltonian fea-
tures DM interaction and additional terms, which however
does not change the spectrum since it is related by a unitary
transformation to the Heisenberg model. This hidden Heisen-
berg symmetry8,56 explains the existence of highly disper-
sive and nearly-gapless magnetic excitations in Sr2IrO4

9,57,58.
In bilayer Sr3Ir2O7, which has staggered IrO6 octahedral
rotations about the c-axis of ∼ 12◦59 and a large magnon
gap, it is important to note that the pseudodipolar interac-
tion which is thought to be responsible for the gap would
be symmetry-allowed even in the absence of octahedral rota-
tions, and therefore this term does not arise solely from these
rotations9. Thus, although La2BIrO6 with their P21/n struc-
ture have comparable IrO6 octahedral rotations to Sr3Ir2O7

(albeit about two different crystallographic axes), these rota-
tions alone cannot be responsible for any large new exchange
couplings which do not arise from already symmetry-allowed
exchange couplings in the ideal fcc lattice.

The above arguments suggest that the regime of extreme
and dominant uniaxial Ising anisotropy, λ1,2 > O(1), is un-
likely for La2BIrO6, so this subset of models is no longer
considered here. We also note that the Heisenberg-Ising mod-
els with J2 > 0 and λ1,2 ∼ O(1) yield frustration parame-

ters, fH ∼ 5-9 (see Fig. 3), significantly larger than the mea-
sured values f ∼ 0.4-233, and therefore these models are un-
likely to explain the data on La2BIrO6 either. On the other
hand, we find that choosing FM J2 < 0 does lead to models
with smaller frustration parameters. In this case, as shown in
Fig. 3, we find that we can explain the magnon gap as well
as the frustration parameter, but only by choosing significant
anisotropies λ1,2 ∼ O(1).

Our main observation here is that within this class of phe-
nomenological Heisenberg-Ising models, we can only ex-
plain the combined INS and thermodynamic data by invok-
ing significant uniaxial Ising anisotropy, as well as signifi-
cant FM second neighbor exchange. We next explore compet-
ing models with dominant Kitaev interactions which provide
an unconventional exchange anisotropy, which is symmetry-
allowed even in the ideal fcc limit.

B. B. Models with dominant Kitaev exchange

We have previously studied the classical phase diagram for
ideal jeff =1/2 fcc magnets41, keeping all symmetry-allowed
nearest neighbor (NN) interactions including Heisenberg, Ki-
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taev, and off-diagonal symmetric exchange19,41,60. A key find-
ing, relevant to La2BIrO6, was that while the simple NN AFM
Heisenberg model exhibits A-type AFM order, this exact same
order is also favored in the regime of dominant AFM Kitaev
exchange. By contrast, while a small off-diagonal symmet-
ric exchange does not significantly affect our results, a domi-
nant value of this coupling leads to ordered moments pointing
along the 〈111〉 direction41 which does not agree with pre-
vious neutron diffraction work for La2BIrO6

33. One might
distinguish between the regimes of weak and dominant Ki-
taev interactions by using the frustration parameter, f . For
the NN Heisenberg AFM model on the fcc lattice, we esti-
mated f ≈ 9 for spin-1/2 moments41. However, these iri-
dates exhibit robust AFM order, with experimental values for
f . 2, suggesting that SOC-induced Kitaev interactions are
large, suppressing frustration and enhancing TN . This led us
to propose a Heisenberg-Kitaev model on the ideal fcc lattice,

H = J1

∑
〈rr′〉

~Sr · ~Sr′ + J2

∑
〈〈rr′〉〉

~Sr · ~Sr′ +HK (2)

HK = JK
∑
〈rr′〉yz

Sxr S
x
r′ + JK

∑
〈rr′〉xz

SyrS
y
r′ + JK

∑
〈rr′〉xy

SzrS
z
r′ (3)

with JK � J1, J2, as a better starting point to describe the
magnetism in La2BIrO6. Here, 〈rr′〉 and 〈〈rr′〉〉 denote first
and second neighbors on the fcc lattice, while 〈rr′〉yz denotes
nearest neighbors in the yz-plane (similarly for xz, xy). This
model has a powder averaged ΘCW =−JK − 3J1 − 3J2/2,
so if the Kitaev coupling is dominant then JK > 0 is consis-
tent with the reported ΘCW < 0 for La2BIrO6

33. A classical
Monte Carlo study41 of this model for J2 = 0 and JK/J1 � 1
showed that f ≈ 2, in reasonable agreement with the data on
La2MgIrO6. Here, we focus on the effects of quantum spin
fluctuations and the resulting dynamic structure factor of such
Kitaev-dominant models.

The AFM Heisenberg-Kitaev model on the fcc lattice leads
to A-type AFM, with spins in the FM plane (A-II AFM) for
JK > 0, consistent with the discussed magnetic order of
La2BIrO6. This order persists in the regime JK/J1 → ∞,
so we focus here on the pure Kitaev interaction (i.e., setting
J1 = J2 = 0), in order to study the effect of quantum fluc-
tuations around the A-II state61. Considering FM xy-planes
stacked antiferromagnetically along ẑ, and spins making an
angle φwith the x̂-axis (Ir-O bond direction), linear spin-wave
theory leads to the dispersion

ωφ(k)=2JK
[
(1+Cxyk )(1+Cxzk cos2φ+Cyzk sin2φ)

]1/2
(4)

with Cijk = cos ki cos kj (i = x, y, z). The zero-point energy
of quantum fluctuations is Ezp(φ)= 1

2

∫
k
ωφ(k) per spin ex-

hibits discrete minima at φ = nπ/2 (n = 0, 1, 2, 3). Quantum
fluctuations in the presence of SOC thus break the accidental
degeneracy in φ of the classical Kitaev model, favoring spins
to point along the Ir-O bond directions in the FM plane. The
magnon dispersion ωφ(k) in linear spin wave theory is gapless
due to this classical degeneracy.

Since quantum fluctuations lift the classical XY degeneracy
of the Kitaev model, we expect the concomitant development

of a magnon gap in the A-II state; indeed, magnon interac-
tion effects, discussed below, gap out this ‘pseudo-Goldstone’
mode. Such an order-by-disorder gap has been discussed
within different models for LaTiO3

62 and the rare-earth py-
rochlore Er2Ti2O7

63. In LaTiO3, the SOC is weak, leading to
a tiny gap for highly-dispersive magnons. In Er2Ti2O7, the
order-by-disorder gap was recently determined in INS to be
≈ 0.053 meV64, about an order of magnitude smaller than
the observed energy scale (∼ 0.5 meV) of its zone boundary
magnetic excitations63,64.

To see the emergence of this spin gap in our Kitaev model
in a transparent manner, we expand the above expression for
the zero point energy, Ezp(φ)≈Ezp(φ = 0)+ 1

2γφ
2, where:

γ = JK

∫
k

√
1 + Cxyk
1 + Cxzk

(Cyzk − C
xz
k ). (5)

This leads to a pinning field 2γ in the ordered state, which
is responsible for gapped magnons. This magnon gap appears
naturally within higher order spin-wave theory - incorporating
magnon interactions using a self-consistent mean field theory
(see Appendix) yields a magnon gap ≈ 0.4JK .

Using this mean field approach, we have also computed the
renormalized staggered magnetization, and find mAF ≈ 0.46
in the ideal fcc lattice Kitaev model, leading to∼ 8% suppres-
sion of the classical jeff = 1/2 order parameter due to quan-
tum fluctuations. Taking into account the staggered octahedral
rotation ≈ 11◦ in La2ZnIrO6 this 0.92µB staggered magne-
tization translates into a uniform magnetization ≈ 0.18µB ,
which roughly agrees with the measured value ≈ 0.22µB in
La2ZnIrO6

33. We have previously argued41 that the absence
of a uniform magnetization in La2MgIrO6 might stem from
the axes of staggered octahedral rotations and the stacking di-
rection of FM planes of the A-type AFM order being perpen-
dicular to each other (see Fig. 5 of Ref.41); this remains to be
verified in future experiments.

Using this mean field approach, we have computed the
powder averaged dynamic structure factor S(Q,ω), which
is plotted in Fig. 4(f). Our results show that the order-by-
disorder gap is about a factor of 5 smaller than the typical
energy scale of zone boundary magnon excitations. This rel-
ative scale for the gap appears to be in line with the results
found using different methods for Er2Ti2O7

63, given the four-
fold XY anisotropy for La2BIrO6 as opposed to the six-fold
anisotropy in Er2Ti2O7.

Since La2BIrO6 exhibit weak monoclinic distortions,
magnon gaps may also be generated from inequivalent Kitaev
couplings in different planes (yz, zx, xy). To understand the
impact of such anisotropic Kitaev couplings, we have studied
a set of Kitaev models with

HK = JxK
∑
〈rr′〉yz

Sxr S
x
r′ + JK

∑
〈rr′〉xz

SyrS
y
r′ + JK

∑
〈rr′〉xy

SzrS
z
r′ (6)

where JxK = JK(1 + λK). Choosing λK > 0 then leads to
moments ordered along Sx. In this case, a spin gap is already
present in linear spin wave theory; incorporating magnon
interactions leads to a slight enhancement of the spin gap.
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(j)

FIG. 4: (Color online) Theoretical powder-averaged S(Q,ω) for the Kitaev models around the A-II AFM state for indicated spatial anisotropy
λK . (a-e) Kitaev model within linear spin wave theory for the ideal fcc limit (λK =0, no spin gap) and various anisotropies (λK ≤ 4). (f-j)
Kitaev models incorporating magnon interactions which induce an order-by-disorder spin gap even for λK =0, and a slight enhancement of
the spin gap for λK > 0. The corresponding frustration parameters fK are also shown, they range from fK ≈ 2 for the ideal fcc lattice to
smaller values with increasing λK . We have incorporated a small energy broadening in all panels to account for the finite instrumental energy
resolution of HYSPEC.

We plot the corresponding powder-averaged dynamic struc-
ture factors in Fig. 4 for various values of λK . We have
also computed the frustration parameter fK for this series of
Heisenberg-Kitaev models in the regime where JK�J1, J2,
using the powder-averaged value of the Curie-Weiss temper-
ature θCW = −JK(1 +λK/3)− 3J1− 3J2/2, and TN ob-
tained from classical Monte Carlo simulations with scaling by
S(S+1) to account for quantum effects for S=1/2. As shown
in Fig. 4, fK is in the range of experimental values f . 2.

VI. VI. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA

We next turn to a comparison between the theoretical mod-
els and the INS and thermodynamic data in order to obtain
some estimates of exchange parameters. For the S(Q,ω)
plots, we use the kinematic cutoff arising from an incident
neutron energy Ei = 7.5 meV, which is applicable to the par-
ticular dataset that we are modeling, and include the Ir4+ form
factor, which leads to a decay of intensity with increasing Q.

Heisenberg-Ising model: We find that for La2MgIrO6,
choosing J1 = 0.5 meV, a second neighbor FM Heisenberg
coupling J2 =−0.3J1, and uniaxial anisotropies λ1 =λ2 =1,
leads to a reasonable description of the INS data as shown in
Fig. 5(a). For this choice of parameters, we obtain ΘCW ≈
−24K and TN ≈11K, in good agreement with the thermody-
namic data. For La2ZnIrO6, since it has a much smaller frus-
tration parameter, we find that we have to incorporate much
larger ferromagnetic J2. Choosing J1 = 0.2 meV , J2 =−J1,
and λ1 = λ2 = 1, leads to S(Q,ω) shown in Fig. 5(b). With
these parameters, we obtain ΘCW ≈−7K and TN ≈9K, again
in good agreement with thermodynamic measurements.

Kitaev-dominant model: For La2MgIrO6, choosing JK =
1.7 meV, a weak anisotropy λK = 0.2, and a small AFM
second-neighbor Heisenberg coupling J2 = 0.2JK , leads
to reasonable agreement with the INS data as seen from
Fig. 5(c). Using these parameters, we find ΘCW ≈ −27K

and TN ≈14K; both these results are in good agreement with
the experimental data. We find that incorporating a nonzero J1

worsens the agreement with the data; this may possibly sug-
gest that J1 gets suppressed due to the interfering Ir-O-O-Ir
pathways. For La2ZnIrO6, we suggest that a weak ferromag-
netic second neighbor exchange might be a plausible route
to the smaller frustration parameter. As shown in Fig. 5(d),
we can get a reasonable description of the magnon dispersion
with JK ≈ 0.7meV, λK = 0.2, and J2 = −0.2JK . In this
case, we find TN = 8K and ΘCW = −6K, again in good
agreement with experiments.

Interestingly, the sign change of J2 between the two mate-
rials in such Kitaev-dominant models seems to correlate with
expectations for DPs with magnetic 3d transition metals on
the B′ site only. In these materials with lighter magnetic ions,
SOC is negligible, so the Hamiltonian is generally assumed
to consist of J1 and J2 Heisenberg terms only. The choice of
magnetic ground state then arises from the signs and relative
magnitudes of these two terms, as established previously by
mean field theory40. Based on the known magnetic ground
states of several materials in this family65–74, we have made
the empirical observation that a d0 configuration for the non-
magnetic ion on the B-site typically favors J2 > 0 which
agrees with the La2MgIrO6 result, while a d10 configuration
of the B-site favors J2 < 0, as for La2ZnIrO6. We note that
the Heisenberg-Ising model description of the combined INS
and thermodynamic data for La2BIrO6, which, as discussed
above, requires J2 < 0 for both the Mg and Zn materials,
would not be consistent with this empirical correlation.

VII. VII. DISORDER EFFECTS

Our theoretical modeling above has considered the ideal fcc
lattice or weak anisotropies induced by small non-cubic dis-
tortions. However, it is well known that B/B′ site mixing
may play an important role in DPs75,76. The density of antisite
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FIG. 5: (Color online) Illustrative plots of S(Q,ω) for the
Heisenberg-Ising models and Kitaev-Heisenberg models. We have
incorporated the Ir4+ form factor, and also used the instrumen-
tal energy resolution and the kinematic cutoff corresponding to the
HYSPEC instrument with a neutron incident energy Ei = 7.5 meV.
(a) Heisenberg-Ising model for La2MgIrO6 with J1 = 0.5 meV, a
second neighbor FM Heisenberg coupling J2 = −0.3J1, and uni-
axial anisotropies λ1 = λ2 = 1. (b) Heisenberg-Ising model for
La2ZnIrO6, with J1 = 0.2 meV, J2 = −J1, and λ1 = λ2 = 1.
(c) Kitaev-dominant model for La2MgIrO6 with JK = 1.7 meV,
anisotropy λK = 0.2JK , and J2 = 0.2JK . (d) Kitaev-dominant
model for La2ZnIrO6 with JK = 0.7 meV, anisotropy λK = 0.2JK ,
and second neighbor FM Heisenberg exchange J2 = −0.2JK .

defects nd is commonly estimated from structural refinements
of DP diffraction data, although it was previously assumed
that this effect is negligible for La2BIrO6 in Ref.33. We have
therefore revisited the x-ray diffraction data presented in that
paper and performed new structural refinements, with the site
mixing included as a fitting parameter. We estimate a B/B′

site mixing value of ≤ 8% and ≤ 5% for the Mg and Zn
systems respectively, with lattice constants and atomic frac-
tional coordinates essentially identical to the values reported
in Ref.33. Magnons scattering off such defects, with a magnon
mean free path ` ∼ n

−1/3
d , will lead to momentum broaden-

ing ∆Q ∼ 1/`. Such disorder broadening may smear some
of the sharp features in the theoretical S(Q,ω). Such disorder
scattering, as well as the momentum broadening arising from
finite instrument resolution, also not considered in the model-
ing, may further improve the agreement between theory and
experiment.

VIII. VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have carried out a joint experimental and
theoretical investigation of the spin dynamics in the jeff = 1/2
Mott insulators La2BIrO6. We have shown that we can ex-
plain the combined neutron and thermodynamic data with
conventional Heisenberg-Ising models using significant ferro-
magnetic J2 and a strong uniaxial Ising exchange interaction.
The applicability of such models to the DP iridates is however
not clear given their small monoclinic distortions. As an alter-

native, we have considered models with dominant Kitaev in-
teractions - this unconventional form of exchange anisotropy
is symmetry-allowed even on the ideal fcc lattice, and it leads
to A-type AFM order, rather than an exotic quantum spin liq-
uid. Indeed, we have shown that models with dominant Kitaev
interactions, supplemented by weak anisotropies and small
second neighbor couplings, appear to provide a natural alter-
native explanation of the INS data and thermodynamic mea-
surements. Experiments probing spin dynamics in the small
Q regime would be valuable in distinguishing these proposals.

Going beyond these specific materials, our work points to
the possibility that such Kitaev-type directional exchange cou-
plings induced by SOC may be the driving force responsi-
ble for the gapped A-type AFM states found in a variety of
other 4d/5d-based DPs50,77–80. This calls for ab initio studies
of exchange interactions in such Mott insulating DP materi-
als. In future work, it would be useful to synthesize single
crystals of La2BIrO6 and other DPs. Studying the magnetic
susceptibility and magnetic excitations from such single crys-
tals might further serve to distinguish models with dominant
Kitaev exchange from competing conventional models with
dominant uniaxial Ising interactions. Finally, our work sup-
ports the idea that materials with multiple interfering Ir-O-
O-Ir superexchange paths might be promising candidates for
exploring Kitaev interactions on various lattice geometries.
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Appendix A: Appendix: Mean field theory of gapped magnons

Beyond linear spin waves, we set for spin-1/2,

Sxr = (−1)z(
1

2
− a†rar) (A1)

Syr =
1

2
(ar + a†r)−

1

4
(a†rarar + a†ra

†
rar) (A2)

Szr = (−1)z
[

1

2i
(ar − a†r)−

1

4i
(a†rarar − a†ra†rar)

]
(A3)

and expand the Kitaev model Hamiltonian, only keeping
terms to quartic order, which we decouple using mean field
parameters Fk = 〈a†ka

†
−k〉 and Gk = 〈a†kak〉. This leads to
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the Hamiltonian:

Hmft = JK
∑
k>0

(
a†k a−k

)(
Ak Bk

Bk Ak

)(
ak
a†−k

)
(A4)

with Ak =(2+Cxy+Cxz)+δAk, Bk =(Cxz−Cxy)+δBk, and

δAk = 2(F̄xy − F̄xz) + F̄ (Cxy − Cxz)− 2Ḡ(Cxy + Cxz)

− 2(Ḡxy + Ḡxz)− 4Ḡ− 4ḠyzCyz (A5)
δBk = (Ḡxy − Ḡxz) + 2Ḡ(Cxy − Cxz)− F̄ (Cxy + Cxz)

− (F̄xy + F̄xz)− 4F̄yzCyz. (A6)

Here, we have defined averages F̄ ≡
∫
k
Fk, F̄ij ≡

∫
k
Cijk Fk,

and similarly forGk. Requiring self-consistency, we set Fk =
sinh 2ϕk and Gk = (cosh 2ϕk − 1)/2, with the renormal-
ized dispersion Ωk = JK

√
A2

k −B2
k, cosh 2ϕk = Ak/Ωk,

and sinh 2ϕk = −Bk/Ωk. To solve these equations, we
begin with a guess for the Hamiltonian matrix of the form
δAk = γ, and δBk = 0, where γ represents the effect of the
pinning field arising from order-by-disorder as described in

the text. We then iterate the mean field equations to achieve
self-consistency.

We can use these converged results to also compute the re-
sulting dynamic structure factor, which has components

Sxx(q, ω)=
1

4

∫
d3p

(2π)3
(sinh 2ϕp sinh 2ϕq+p+G

+4cosh2ϕp sinh2ϕq+p+G)δ(ω−Ωp−Ωq+p+G)

Syy(q, ω)=(cosh2ϕq+sinh2ϕq)(1−2Ḡ−F̄ )δ(ω−Ωq)

Szz(q, ω)=(cosh2ϕq−sinh2ϕq)(1−2Ḡ+F̄ )δ(ω−Ωq+G)

where G ≡ (0, 0, π). The first term corresponds to longitudi-
nal fluctuations while the latter two correspond to transverse
fluctuations. We find, numerically, that the longitudinal fluc-
tuations make a very small contribution to the structure factor,
and can be ignored in practice. Powder averaging leads to
S(Q,ω), with Q = |~q|, which we convolute with a Gaussian
function representing the instrumental energy resolution, and
plot in Fig. 4(f) above.
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